VI. Accelerated Approval of Amendment No. 2

As noted above, in Amendment No. 2, as compared to the original proposal, the Exchange proposes to: (i) Amend Rule 7.35A(d)(3)(B) to provide that the Applicable Price Range for determining whether to publish a pre-opening indication for a Trading Halt Auction would be 5% for securities with an Indication Reference Price over $3.00 and $0.15 for securities with an Indication Reference Price equal to or lower than $3.00. The Commission believes that the proposed 5% price parameter for DMM-facilitated Trading Halt Auctions is consistent with the Act because this percentage parameter would be aligned with the initial collars applicable to electronic reopening auctions following a MWCB Halt or trading pause on the automated primary listing exchanges that do not have trading floors. The Commission believes it is reasonable to also align the price parameter for DMM-facilitated Trading Halt Auctions with the parameter for publishing a pre-opening indication because Rule 7.35A(c)(1)(A) prohibits a DMM from effecting a Core Open or Trading Halt Auction electronically if a pre-opening indication has been published for the Core Open Auction.

Therefore, the Commission finds that Amendment No. 2 to the proposal raises no novel regulatory issues, that it is reasonably designed to protect investors and the public interest, and that it is consistent with the requirements of the Act. Accordingly, the Commission finds good cause, pursuant to Section 19(b)(2) of the Act, to approve the proposed rule change, as modified by Amendment No. 2, on an accelerated basis.

VII. Conclusion

It is therefore ordered, pursuant to Section 19(b)(2) of the Act, that the proposed rule change (SR–NYSE–2020–95), as modified by Amendment No. 2, be, and hereby is, approved on an accelerated basis.

For the Commission, by the Division of Trading and Markets, pursuant to delegated authority.

J. Matthew DeLesDernier,
Assistant Secretary.

[FR Doc. 2021–16122 Filed 7–28–21; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 8011–01–P

SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
[Disaster Declaration #17050 and #17051; ALABAMA Disaster Number AL–00122]

Administrative Declaration of a Disaster for the State of ALABAMA

AGENCY: Small Business Administration. ACTION: Notice.

SUMMARY: This is a notice of an Administrative declaration of a disaster for the State of ALABAMA dated 07/22/2021. Incident: Tropical Storm Claudette. Incident Period: 06/19/2021.

DATES: Issued on 07/22/2021.

Physical Loan Application Deadline Date: 09/28/2021.

Economic Injury (EIDL) Loan Application Deadline Date: 04/22/2022.

ADDRESSES: Submit completed loan applications to: U.S. Small Business Administration, Processing and Disbursement Center, 14925 Kingsport Road, Fort Worth, TX 76155.


SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION: Notice is hereby given that as a result of the
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